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Abstract- To serve traffic with different characteristics and 
service requirements in multimedia wireless packet networks] 
we propose a multiaccess methodology PGPS/RAP with 
guaranteed quality-of-service (40s) to serve constant-bit-rate 
(CBR), variable-bit-rate (VBR), and available bit rate (ABR) 
traffic sources. This multiaccess methodology without any spe- 
cific frame concept can guarantee worst-case delay of CBR and 
VBR traffic sources and therefore can guarantee the QoS of 
delay-sensitive, jitter-sensitive CBR and VBR traffic sources. 
The derived delay bound of a specific traffic only depends on 
its own traffic parameters. This impressive characteristic ben- 
efits bandwidth allocation and consequently results in a simple 
call admission control policy. Other important issues, includ- 
ing a simple link control mechanism for CBR and VBR over 
unreliable channels, are also suggested. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
State-of-the-art wireless networks are designed to carry 

multimedia traffic such as voice, audio, video, image, in ad- 
dition to traditional data traffic. To integrate all the traffic 
together, the quality-of-service (QoS) for all kinds of traffic 
must be satisfied. As the primary difficulty in end-to-end QoS 
lies in less reliable wireless access, a guaranteed QoS medium 
access is obviously the most important issue we need to con- 
sider. Traditional multiaccess schemes with integrated ser- 
vices are usually TDMA based approaches with frame struc- 
tures [2]-[3], while the optimal frame structure to  meet general 
QoS demands is still an open problem. Another scheme using 
priority scheduling and polling technique was proposed in [6]. 
However, this priority property prevents fair sharing of band- 
width among traffic sources with similar &OS demands. An 
effective access along with appropriate bandwidth allocation 
is still very much needed in multimedia wireless networks. 

For the purpose of bandwidth allocation, PGPS algorithm 
is well known for its flexibility] efficient sharing of resource. 
We investigate PGPS scheduling algorithm from both princi- 
ple and implementation points of view. It can be shown that 
only the head packet information is essential to the scheduling 
decisions and this characteristic is critical to the applicability 
of PGPS in a distributed environment] e.g., a wireless chan- 
nel. 

Consequently, we propose a medium access methodology 
which combines both packet-by-packet generalized proces- 

dressed polling (RAP) multiaccess protocol to provide ac- 
sor sharing (PGPS) scheduling algorithm and random ad- 
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cess services for constant bit rate (CBR), variable bit rate 
(VBR) and available bit rate (ABR) traffic sources. This 
centralized methodology operates without any specific frame 
stmctme/concept and uses weighting factor concept to share 
bandwidth among all traffic sources fairly and efficiently. If 
the weighting factors of 'PGPS are assigned according to our 
proposal, PGPS/RAP can be shown to guarantee worst-case 
delay of CBR and VBR traffic sources and thus provides guar- 
anteed &OS for delay-sensitive CBR and VBR traffic in mul- 
timedia wireless networks. 

11. MODIFIED PACKET-BY-PACKET GENERALIZED 
PROCESS SHARING ALGORITHM 

We first give the definition of a GPS (generalized processor 
sharing) processor [l]. 

Definition 1: Suppose there are n first-come-first-serve 
queues with incoming load packets and a server with rate 
r bits per second. Each queue has a weighting factor $% and 
each packet has a packet-size field (size in bits). If we assume: 
1) the processor can serve multiple queues simultaneously. 2) 
every packet is infinitely divisible like fluid. Then a GPS pro- 
cessor is a work-conserving server with the following property: 
Suppose B(t )  denotes the set of non-empty queues at time t .  
Then the GPS processor serves the ith queue with rate: 

otherwise 
Consequently a PGPS scheduler is defined as follows [l]: 

Definition 2: The server is work-conserving and suppose 
that the server becomes Free at  time t ,  it picks the first packet 
that would complete service in the GPS simulation as if no 
additional packets were to arrive after time t .  

PGPS scheduler, a packet-by-packet transmission scheme, 
is an approximation to GPS processor. An inequality in 
[l] quantitatively justifies the difference between the out- 
put process of GPS processor and that of PGPS scheduler 
Fp 5 Fp + Lmaz / r ,  where T (bps) is the service rate of the 
server, &,,(bits) is the maximum packet length, Fp and Fp 
are the time instants at  which packet p departs under PGPS 
and GPS, respectively. 

A .  A PGPS Implementation with Minimum Information 

PGPS scheduling algorithm was originally proposed to op- 
erate in a centralized environment. However, in a multiac- 
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cess environment like wireless channel, these queues are dis- 
tributed and the instant information of each queue is not 
available. To use PGPS as the scheduling algorithm in a 
multiaccess environment, it is critical to  determine the mini- 
mum sufficient information required for PGPS to operate. If 
we call the first packet of a, queue as the "head packet", a 
non-transpa.rent, queue is a queue we can see only its head 
packet (if there is any). With these definitions, we now give 
the following proposition.(The proof is in [ll].) 

Proposition 1: The arrival and packet size information of 
all head packets is the minimum amount of information 
needed to  make the scheduling order decision satisfying the 
definition of PGPS scheduling algorithm. 

Parekh and Galhger proposed an implementation of PGPS 
scheduler called "virtual time implementation" in [1] , which 
requires the server being aware of the occurrences of every ar- 
rival event and its the packet size. Hence this implementation 
uses all causal arrival and packet size information and clearly 
can not work in the non-transparent queue situation. There- 
fore we shall modify the original "virtual time implementa- 
tion" of PGPS such that it can operate with the minimum 
information specified in Proposition 1. If the server can get 
all causal arrival information, the basic implementation idea 
is: whenever the server becomes free, it first runs GPS simu- 
lation from the beginning of this busy period to  the current 
time, denoted by t,,,. After that, it predicts which packet 
would complete service first in the GPS simulation as if no 
additional packets were to  arrive afterward. If the queues 
are non-transparent, problem arises when some head packet's 
GPS departure time is earlier than its PGPS departure time. 
In this case, the server has no idea if there is any packet 
queued behind the head packet due to the head packet's mask. 
Consequently the server can not know whether this queue is 
non-empty under GPS after the head packet's GPS departure 
time. Hence this GPS departure time is the farthest time that 
the GPS simulation can run, and the server is forced to make 
scheduling decision even though the GPS simulation can not 
run to  the current time. To overcome this difficulty, we in- 
troduce a new time index called simulation time in addition 
to  current time in this modified implementation. Simula- 
tion tame, denoted by tsim, represents the farthest time to 
which the GPS simulation can run with "available" arrival 
and packet size information. Before we state the details of 
this m'odified PGPS implementation, we give the definition 
of virtual time and some other notations as follows [l]. 

Each arrival and departure from the GPS server is called 
an event. Let t j  be the time at which the j t h  event occurs 

first arrival of a busy period, is set to 0.  Bj is the set of non- 
empty queues under GPS model between (tj-1, t j ) .  Denote 
u t  the arrival time of the kth packet of queue i. Each new 
packet arrival is marked its arrival time and then appended 
to the tail of queue i .  Lf is the length of the kth packet of 
queue i. Then virtual time, V ( t ) ,  is defined recursively as[l]: 
V(0)  = 0 and for 7- 5 tj - t j - l , j  = 2 , 3 , .  . . 

relative to the beginning of a busy period. And t l ,  the time of 

2 With the definition of virtual time, we have following no- 
tations [l]: Sf is the virtual time corresponding to  service- 
beginning time of the kth  packet of queue i .  F," is the virtual 
time corresponding to  service-finishing time of the ICth packet 
of queue i. Ff = 0 for all i and [l] 

L r, 
( P i  

S," = max{F:-',V(a:)} and F," = 5''" + 2 (2) 

In addition, we say that a finishing virtual time F," is valid 
at time t if F," V ( t ) .  Otherwise, it is invalid. 

Given the notations and definitions listed above, we now 
state this modified implementation: The first scheduling de- 
cision is to serve the queue at which the first packet of this 
busy period arrives. After the service is done, then 
begin: the server updates V(t) by using (1) from t = tsim 
until any of the following two conditions occurs: 
1. V ( t )  reaches a valid F," for some i .  The server sets tsim to 
this reach time and then checks if this packet (the kth packet 
of queue i )  has already departed (i.e. PGPS departure time 
earlier than GPS departure time). 

(a) If this is the case, the server just discards F," and goes 
back to begin. 

(b) Otherwise, this packet is the one to  serve next. The 
server takes it out from queue i and now can see if there is 
any packet queued behind. In this case, the packet queued 
behind is the k + l th packet of queue i and the server sets 
F:+' by ( 2 ) .  When the service of the selected packet is done, 
the server goes back to begin. 
2. t reach.es t,,,. The sever sets tsim = t,,,. In this case, the 
server does own sufficient information to  run the GPS sim- 
ulation to current time. Hence the server chooses the queue 
with a head packet marked the minimum finishing virtual 
time F,". The server takes it out from queue i and checks if 
there is any packet queued behind. In this case, the packet 
queued behind is the k + It" packet of queue i and by ( 2 )  the 
server sets: F:+' = max{F:, v(a;+')) + = F! + +. 
When the service of the selected packet is done, the server 

This modified version differs from its original version in that: 
1. The finishing virtual time is determined when a packet 
becomes a head packet. Nevertheless, in the original version, 
the finishing virtual time is determined at the packet arrival 
time. 
2. A new time index tsim is introduced to track the progress 
of the GPS simulation. 
We therefore propose a modified "virtual time implementa- 
tion of PGPS" which requires only the head packets informa- 
tion to operate. This modification makes PGPS algorithm 
applicable in more general environments. 

k + l  

goes back to  begin. 

111. COMBINING P G P S  ALGORITHM AND R A P  
PROTOCOL 

A.  System Model 

Consider the following multiaccess communication model: 
There are n nodes, each node has a queue of packets to be 
transmitted and the multiaccess channel is a common server 
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(denote C as the channel capacity). In addition, there is a 
special node called the coordinator where these n nodes use 
this multiaccess channel to communicate with it. Under this 
model we try to serve three kinds of source: constant bit rate 
(CBR), variable bit rate (VBR.), and available bit rate (ABR.) 
sources. 

We further assume: 1) Propagation delay is negligible com- 
pared to a packet transmission time. 2) All packets generated 
from a source are of the same size. 3 )  The packets of all ABR 
traffic sources are of the same size but the packet of CBR or 
VBR traffic sources may be of different size. 4) There exists 
a fixed parameter L,,,,, which is a size upper bound of all 
packets. 

A CBR traffic source is characterized by four parameters 
( r ; ,  LF, T;, D,"), where rS (bps) is the rate of this source, L; is 
the size of packets of this source, Tf is the packet interarrival 
time, D; is the maximum tolerable delay measured from the 
arrival time of a packet to its departure time from the i th 
CBR local queue, and rf = 5. 

A VBR traffic source is characterized by five parameters 
(rp, Ly,T$,Qy,Dy) ,  where r," (bps) is the peak rate of this 
source, Ly is the size of packets of this source, TF is the 
minimum packet interarrival time, QY is the query packet 
size of this source (explained in 111-C), Dl is the maximum 
tolerable delay measured from the arrival time of a packet to 
its departure time from the ith VBR local queue, and rY = $. 

For ABR. source, we assume that if two or more ABR 
sources send their packets in a transmission interval, then 
there is a collision. The packet is correctly received for only 
one packet in the multiaccess channel. 

B. RAP Multiaccess Protocol 

In the following we state the operation of simplified R.AP 
protocol which will be used later and then define a few nota- 
tions whicli will be referenced in subsequent subsections. A 
complete operation of RAP can be found in [5 ] .  Its general- 
ization to  represent a very wide-range multiaccess protocols 
can be found in [lo]. 
Step i The base station broadcasts a [READY] message to 
all mobile nodes in its coverage area. 
Step 2 Each active mobile node that intends to transmit gen- 
erates a random number from the set { 0 , 1 , 2 , .  . . , p  - 1) and 
simultaneously transmit their random numbers with orthog- 
onal signals, e.g. by different frequencies or time slots. 
Step 3 The base station polls each active random number one 
by one. The mobile nodes who sent the polled random num- 
ber transmit packet to the base station. Collision is possible 
since there might be two mobile nodes sending the same ran- 
dom number. 
Step 4 If the base station successfully/unsuccessfully receives 
the packet from any mobile node, it sends a positive/negative 
acknowledge ([PACK]/[NACK]) right away before polling the 
next one(s). Then go back to  Step 1. 
From the point of view of ABR nodes, the coordinator is 
just like a RAP base station. ABR nodes wait for [READY] 
signal to  up-transmit random addresses and wait for the co- 
ordinator to poll each random address. The coordinator and 

~ 
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ABR nodes are all aware of the following parameters: p is thg 
number of random addresses, and Lg is the fixed ABR packet 
size. Pt is the duration of time required for the coordinator 
to detect random addresses. LE is the equivalent packet size 
with transmission time l?: in a channel with capacity C bits 
per second, i.e. L t  PZC. 

C. PGPS/RAP Multiaccess for  CBR and VBR Sources 

Considering the multi,access model in 111-A, all packet 
queues are distributed and the coordinator can not get instan- 
taneous information of the state of each queue. To overcome 
this difficulty, we propose the concept of "presumed arrival 
patterns". These arrival patterns are determined from traf- 
fic parameters, which are passed to  the coordinator at the 
call setup time. To be more specific, instead of inputing the 
actual, instant arrival inflormation of user queues, we gener- 
ate permits according to  presumed arrival patterns into the 
scheduler at the coordinator. 

For (r; ,  L,C,T,C,Df) CBR source, a grant permit with size 
LI is generated every T," seconds at the coordinator. 

For (rp, Ly, T,", Qy , D,")l VBR source, a query permit with 
size QI is generated ever,y NTY seconds at the coordinator, 
where N is the maximurn positive integer such that DP 2 

Whenever a query permit is chosen to  serve by the co- 
ordinator, the following tasks are performed: 1) the coor- 
dinator queries the i th VBR user the number of packet ar- 
rivals at the ith VBR local queue in the nth counting interval, 
[(n - l)NT,",nNT?). 2 )  the it*, VBR user receives this query 
and replies the number immediately. 

Denote P," the duration of the above query operation. The 
common channel is in use during the query operation, and 
we can regard this operation as transmitting a packet with 
equivalent size Qy, where &I E CPT. 

Depending on the result of the query operation, we input 
grant permits with length Lp between query permits. Denote 
n the query result, 0 5 n 5 N .  If n = 0, no grant permits 
are input after this query permit. Otherwise, if n > 0, a 
grant permit with length Ly is generated N T ~ Q ~ / ( N L ~ + & I )  
seconds after this query :permit. Then another is generated 
every NTtLy/(NLH + Qy) seconds till all n grant permits are 
generated. 

Unlike CBR and VBR nodes, each has its own correspond- 
ing presumed arrival pattern. There is only one presumed ar- 
rival pattern for all ABR. nodes at the coordinator and these 
permits are accumulated in a queue called the "ABR queue". 
In addition, this ABR. queue is always full and the packet size 
field of a permit depends on its predecessors. In Figure 2, for 
example, the first is an RA permit with size LE, which repre- 
sents an up-transmission random address period (UTRA pe- 
riod for short). If two random addresses are detected active, 
there follows two polling permits with size L;. Then another 
RA permit follows and the process repeats. Therefore the 

recursively. 
We ca.n observe an important characteristic of these permit 

generating mechanisms: There are some cases in which the 

NTt"(L(LP+QY) + (pigure 1). NT;" + NL;+QY 

size field of ea.ch permit is determined from its predecessor 



arrival time field and packet size field of a permit depends on 
the “execution result” of its predecessors. For example, if a 
query result is 0, there will be another query permit (with 
size Qy) arriving NT: seconds later. But if the query result 
is a positive integer, the next will be a grant permit (with size 
Ly) arriving only NT$QY/(NL: + Qy) seconds later. There- 
fore we can regard the queues containing permits as non- 
transparent queues. Only after a permit is chosen and the 
service operation is done, the scheduler can get the arrival 
time and packet size information of its successor. We have 
proved in Section I1 that by definition, PGPS can operate in 
non-transparent queue situation and a practical implementa- 
tion is proposed. Consequently, the PGPS/RAP multiaccess 
is stated as follows: 
(i) Given the permit generating mechanisms stated above, 
set the weighting factor 4; of the ith CBR source to r ; ;  set 
the weighting factor 4: of the ith VBR source to r: x (1 + 
QBINLB), and set the weighting factor of the ABR queue 

(22) Use a PGPS scheduler to select a permit queue and then 
get one permit from the selected queue. 
(22.1) if the permit is for the ith CBR user, the coordinator 
notifies the ith CBR user to transmit a packet. 
(ii.2) if the permit is for the ith VBR user, and 
(ii.2.1) it is a query permit, the coordinator queries the ith 
VBR user. 
(ii.2.2) it is a grant permit, the coordinator notifies the ith 
VBR user to transmit a packet. 
(ii.3) if the permit is from the ABR queue, and 
(ii.3.1) it is a RA permit, the coordinator asks all ABR users 
to up-transmit random addresses. 
(ii.3.2) it is a polling permit, the coordinator polls the next 
un-polled random address. 
(iii) Determine the arrival time and packet size fields of the 
next permit of the selected queue. Goto (zi). 
It can be shown that for CBR and VBR nodes the packet 
delay is bounded under PGPS/RAP multiaccess. We present 
the bounds in two propositions, while proofs are in [ll]. 

Proposition 2 (CBR delay bound) Denote up the arrival 
time of a packet p of the ith CBR source and Fp its depar- 
ture time from the ith CBR local queue. Under PGPSjRAP 
multiaccess, we have: 

to C - C,q!l,“ -xi$;. 

Proposition 3 (VBR delay bound) Denote up the arrival 
time of a packet p of the ith VBR source and Fp its depar- 
ture time from the ith VBR local queue. Under PGPS/RAP 
multiaccess, suppose a query permit is generated every NT: 
seconds, we have: 

Note the VBR delay bound in Proposition 3 is an increasing 
function of N .  If a VBR source has larger tolerable delay, a 
larger N can be selected to save the bandwidth consumed by 
query operations for VBR sources. 

~ 
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D. Call Admission Control 

Whenever a new user decides to request a CBR or VBR 
call, it must first join the ABR users and make a call setup 
request packet via the ABR service. Once the transmission is 
successful (no collision), it  waits for “call established” signal 
from the coordinator. If it does not receive the signal for a 
certain period of time, it knows this request has been rejected 
by the coordinator. 

In the critical load situation, i.e. CBR and VBR occupies 
all bandwidth of the multiaccess channel, a minimal amount 
of bandwidth Rd << C must be reserved for ABR sources 
to ensure the normal operation of PGPS/RAP under critical 
load. Suppose that the call setup request packet contains the 
parameters of its traffic source, and in the below all traffic 
parameters of this new user will be subscripted new. The 
call admission control policies are: 
1) A CBR call shall be accepted if the delay requirement 
can be satisfied, Le. Diew 2 2Z- + % and there 
is still sufficient bandwidth for ABR sources. i.e. C - 

TL,, 

(Xi 4; + Ci 4: + ‘ & w )  L R d .  
2) If the source is VBR, the conditions are very simi- 
lar to that of the CBR case. According to  the param- 
eters of this VBR source, the coordinator tries to find a 
positive integer N satisfying both delay requirement and 
bandwidth requirement. That is, this VBR call will be 

( C,  4; + C,  4: + r ~ e w  (1 + N L i y w  ‘” )) 2 R d .  If there are 
more than one positive integers satisfying these two condi- 
tions, N is set to be the largest one. 

E. Simulation Results 

In this subsection, we give a simulation result of 
PGPS/RAP multiaccess with ten CBR and seven VBR traf- 
fic sources in a wireless channel with capacity 10Mbps. The 
VBR source 1 is the output of a four-rate-level packet gener- 
ator. The generator stays in each rate level for 0.015 seconds, 
and randomly decides the next rate level with equal probabil- 
ities. The four rate levels are: 0, 180kbps, 270kbps, 540kbps. 
Other VBR sources are outputs from ON-OFF coders. For 
instance, VBR source 2 generates a packet of size 390 bits 
every 0.001 second with probability 0.6. The CBR and VBR 
traffic sources take up 98% of the channel capacity and the 
remaining 2% are used for ABR service, with the parameter 
p = 5, L; = 1000, L t  = 200. The details of all traffic sources 
are listed in Table I. The simulation maximum delays V.S. 

the theoretical delay bounds are listed in Table 11. Although 
only 2% of total bandwidth is originally allocated to ABR 
traffic, approximately 10% of’ time are flexibly used to exe- 
cute RAP to provide ABR service. ABR traffic indeed takes 
advantage of the surplus bandwidth when VBR source are 
in their lower-rate period. It demonstrates the advantage of 
our frame-less bandwidth allocation capability in multimedia 
(radio) networks. 

From the result the proposed delay bounds of CBR and 
VBR traffic sources are justified and all our proposed meth- 



ods pretty well achieve the role of multimedia radio access in 
wireless channels. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we proposed PGPS/RAP methodology as an 

effective solution for guaranteed QoS medium access of fu- 
ture multimedia networks. From the environment assump- 
tion, PGPS/RAP is applicable to  all multiaccess networks 
with short delay, especially wireless networks due to the na- 
ture of RAP protocol. Except for the constrain of maximum 
packet length, PGPS/RAP places no other restrictions on 
the packet size of CBR or VBR sources as a pretty universal 
approach. Therefore CBR or VBR sources even with large 
divergence in rates and packet sizes can be effectively inte- 
grated together with ABR traffic. In addition, due to the in- 
herent independent performance guarantees of PGPS sched- 
uler, delay bounds of CBR and VBR users are fu1ictions of 
only their own traffic parameters and system-wide parame- 
ters, and totally independent of the parameters of other traf- 
fic sources. This impressive characteristic benefits the ease 
of bandwidth allocation under PGPS/RAP and consequently 
results in call admissiuri LUIILIOI policies with relatively low 
complexity. With the proposed simple retransmission policy 
in [ll], PGPS/RAP slill functions to meet multimedia net- 
working requirement even in unreliable channels. Another 
improvement uf PGPS/RAP in long propagation delay chan- 
nel is also discussed in [12]. 

The VBR query operation can be seen as an information 
fetching operation to investigate the rate of VBR sources. 
Since the VBR delay bound is shown to be an increasing 
function of N (the ratio of a counting interval to T,”), we 
can easily determine the optimum length of a counting in- 
terval of the ith VBR source such that this choice maintains 
the delay in a tolerable range and occupies the least over- 
head bandwidth at the same time. Therefore the information 
fetching of PGPS/RAP in a multiaccess channel is performed 
in a very efficient manner. Discarding the concept of frame 
structure, our proposed methodology provides extra flexibil- 
ity in multimedia networking. Consequently, it is obvious that 
PGPS/RAP methodology is extremely potential to act as a 
complete solution for the medium access of future multimedia 
wireless networks. 
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Fig. 1. VBR presumed arrival pattern. 
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Fig. 2. ABR presumed arrival pattern. 

TABLE I 
SIMULATION TRAFFIC SOURCES 

TABLE I1 
SIMULATION RESULTS V . S .  THEORETICAL BOUNDS IN (3) (4). 
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